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1. ABSTRACT 

Wireless technology refers to signal transmission such as microwave, infrared 
IIR), laser beams, and radio frequency (RF) in which the transmitting medium 
is wireless. Until recently, wireless applications were limited to 
specialized cases in select industries and research laboratories. Most 
commercial applications today are directly associated with vast, growing 
industries: cellular telephones, computer local area networks (LANs), and 
computer wide-area networks (WANs). The rising cost of hard wiring signals in 
manufacturing facilities along with the significant advances in digital and 
communications technologies have allowed the wireless technology to emerge as 
an attractive and cost-effective alternative. 

In this paper, technical issues associated with two applications will 
be described in which wireless systems have been successfully developed and 
applied by a team from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). These wireless 
applications demonstrate the technical challenges and benefits realized by 
wireless technologies. A more comprehensive wireless concept aimed at 
automating large-scale manufacturing facilities in a unified approach using 
wireless links will also be discussed. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The current state of the art in relevant technologies (voice and data 
communication, microelectronics, chip fabrication, etc.) offers a cost- 
effective alternative to wiring and cabling of signals both in industry and 
research laboratories. The economic benefits to manufacturing from wireless 
links are numerous, including cost-effectiveness from eliminating hard-wired 
connections, ease of configurability, as well as the agility required to meet 
the economic growth and flexibility demanded by global competition in the 
marketplace. Wiring has been estimated to cost from $40 to $2000 per foot 
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in industrial applications. 
engineering and construction labor in addition to materials. The economic 
justification driven by eliminating costly wiring as well as the success in 
widespread applications of cellular phone and wireless LANs and WANs has 
provided a justifiable technology base for a wireless infrastructure in 
manufacturing. 

It is important to note that wiring cost includes 

Although wireless applications on the factory floor have already been 
reported in the literature, they remain limited in scope. Most are based on 
point-to-point process measurement and control, enhanced personal 
communications, and LANs aimed toward improving the quality and control of 
products. The limiting factors in applying current wireless products include 
lack of communication standards for instrument vendors and systems to 
incorporate in their products. 
products from various vendors at all architectural levels in a manufacturing 
process. Another important factor that is necessary to implement the wireless 
concept in a process at large is affordability of wireless products. With the 
current advances in the semiconductor manufacturing processes, wireless 
components and products that track semiconductor cost curves are becoming 
available. The vision of applying the wireless concept in manufacturing can 
be turned into reality through cooperative efforts, or partnerships, among 
research institutions (national laboratories and universities), government, 
industry, and end-users. Such participation is necessary to accomplish the 
tasks of completing concept development, performing the necessary R&D to 
address pertinent issues, and, most importantly, transferring the technology 
to the private sector. The recent Wireless Workshop for Improved 
Manufacturing, sponsored by the Oak Ridge Centers for Manufacturing Technology 
(ORCHT) and held in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on November 30 and December 1, 1995, 
was a testimony to the needs and enthusiasm for wireless solutions in 
manufacturing processes. The message was loud and clear that there is no 
escape from applying wireless technology since it is the technology of the 
future. The following two sections describe wireless applications with 
stringent operating requirements. Such demonstrations, along with current 
advances in communication technologies, provide the basis for providing 
wireless infrastructure that would profoundly impact the manufacturing 
industry by improved quality and the agility needed to meet future challenges. 

Such standards are necessary in integrating 

3 .  TRANSFER CART R W T E  CONTROL SYSTEX 

In this application, a wireless system was designed by a team from ORNL to 
remotely control a transfer cart between four cells in a radioactive waste 
treatment facility at West Valley, New York, in the early 1990s. The project 
was a collaborative effort between the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the 
former Yuclear Fuel Services Company [l]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the 
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facility 1 s  primarily constructed of two processing cells and an equipment 
decontamination room ( E D R ) .  The area between the vrtrification cell (VC) and 
the EDR, referred to as the cxnnel, is considered to be the fourth cell. Each 
cell can be isolated from adjacent cells via doors, two of which are metal and 
one is concrete. The high-level radioactive l i q u i d  waste, normally stored in 
this facility, is solidified and stored in containers in the VC, transported 
through the tunnel and the EDR to a chemical processing cell (CPC) for 
temporary storage. The transfer cart has four wheels driven by four battery 
operated motors, and travels between cells on rails. Because of 
contamination/decontamination requirements and the corrosive environment 
inside the cells, a stainless steel lining is used for the cells’ interior 
walls. 

Metal Lininos 

vc 
Tunnel Floor & Walls 
EDR None 
CPC 

Floor & Walls to 23 ft high 

Floor & Walls to 18 m high 

3ig. 1. Radioactive waste treatment facility plan. 

?.emote transfer capability of tne radioactive waste between cells was 
necessary because of the hazardous environment, including high radiation, in 
the processing cell. Furthermore, ccntrol of the cart had to be wireless to 
svoid problems associated with cmbilical cord damage from cart movement and 
xire damage from radiation. 3esigninq a wireiess communications control system 
for the cart presented quite a cnailenge because cf the complexity of the 
2nysical layout of the facilitits ana Che rnecal 11zinq of the cell walls. The 
xireiess cmtroi system basicaiiy consists of a ccntrol module and t:vo 
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antennas on board the cart (as shown in Fig. 21, four antennas (one in each 
cell), and a facility transceiver. 

Among all options, wireless comunications based on RF transmission were found 
to be most advantageous for this application. However, the reflective nature 
of the metal walls inside the cells to RF signals has been known to cause a 
problem identified as multipath, where repeated reflection off the walls leads 
to degradation in the amplitude of the signal. Several technical issues had to 
be fully understood and carefully addressed to determine the most appropriate 
combination of carrier frequency, modulation method [frequency modulation (FM) 
or amplitude modulation (AM)I,type of antenna, and signal bandwidth for the 
data rate to be transmitted. 

Antennas 

Fig. 2. Transfer cart with on-board control module and antennas. 

Several tests were conducted to address the trade-offs necessary to determine 
acceptable characteristics €or the wireless control system. A carrier 
frequency of 915 MHz with 1-MHz bandwidth was selected to provide the 2-kHz 
data rate needed to successfully operate the transfer cart according to design 
criteria. Overcoming the multipath problem was accomplished by using wideband 
FM that spreads the information over a larger bandwidth, filtering the signal 
with a bandpass filter in the 902- to 928-MHz range to remove out-of-band 
signals and interference, and deploying several antennas strategically 
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placed throughout the facility. From all of the commercially available 
antennas, the omnidirectional type was selected for this application. Unlike 
the directional type antenna, the omnidirectional radiates energy equally in 
all directions, thus reducing the need for line-of-sight requirements between 
the transmitter and the receiver. 

4 .  MICROWAVE SYSTEX FOR ADVANCED INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 

In another collaborative effort between DOE and its French counterpart [French 
Commission a' l'Energie Atomique (CEAII, an ORNL team developed a 
wireless microwave system meeting stringent requirements for nuclear hot 
cell applications [21 .  The purpose of this project was to demonstrate remote 
handling capabilities for nuclear fuel reprocessing. 

The microwave system was designed for wireless transmission of a one-way 
television transmission and bidirectional, high-speed, digital control data 
transmissions with reasonably low error rates. As depicted in Fig. 3 ,  a 
teleoperator station outside the cell is used for remotely controlling a 
servomanipulator inside the cell and receiving video images to aid 
the operator in performing various in-cell maintenance and operational tasks 
The microwave system was designed to meet stringent environmental operating 
conditions because of the high background gamma radiation, the presence of 
corrosive acidic vapors, and the reflective environment of the cells' metal 
lining. 

The first prototype was designed to operate at 10- and 12-GHz frequencies to 
reduce the adverse effect of the reflective nature of the metal lining on the 
RF signal, resulting in a multipath problem. The 10 GHz is used for the 
digital data transmission, whereas the 12 GHz is used for the video signal 
transmission. The carrier frequency determination was a result of careful 
planning, testing, and evaluation procedures. The multipath problem in this 
application is more significant because of the large size of the hot cell in 
which a longer time was needed for the reflected propagated signal to decay. 
With such high frequencies, some of the RF energy in the transmitted signals 
can be absorbed by the high conductivity of the wall materials. Also, high- 
frequency carriers would allow dish-type antennas with small enough diameter 
to be used as necessitated by space limitation inside the cell. It is known 
that the higher the RF frequency, the greater the absorption per each bounce 
of the RF signal off the wall, thus, less multipath interference. The 
functional block diagram of Fig. 3 represents the final prototype version. 
After several testing and evaluation stages, the final microwave system's 
hardware (inside and outside the cell) was designed to operate at 10 and 12 
GHz,  while the RF signals were transmitted at mu&? higher frequencies of 88 
and 94 GHz for the digital and video signals respectively. Frequency 
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conversion czrcuits were rncorporated in the hardware deslgn to convert signal 
frequencies accordingly. The lower frequencres were used for economic reasons 
'mere :;?e electronic ccmponents for circuit design can be obtained at 
reasonaDle cost at these frequencies. The nigher frequencies, on the other 
hand, xere used for RF transmlssion Oecause of their effectiveness in further 
reducing the multipath problem. 

Outside Cell - h i d e  Cell 
( S r n m r y  h t )  (Transporter Unit) 

i 1 
L 

DigitalData 
b 

Camera Video TX 2 

T X  = FM Modulatrm for Transdter 

RX = FM Modulaaan for Receiver 

F i g .  3. Wireless microwave communications system prototype. 

5. A VISION FOR WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY IN MANUFACTURING 

The wireless revolution is coming to manufacturing. The application of the 
cellular phone fed a technology base that has already crept into manufacturing 
through improved personal czmunications, inventory control, and even point- 
to-point process monitoring and control. The true revolution hits, however, 
xnen suppliers and manufactarers realize that a Icw-cost, interpretable, 
wireless infrastructure in cheir plants brings wit?, it a new paradigm for 
flexibility, agility, and reiiability. Advances ix wireiess communication 
that started in the laboratory were given a Eremendous boost by the military 
by deveioping ?he spread-spectrm communication cechnoiogy i 3 1 .  
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Now wireless communication is being embraced in the consumer marketplace with 
subsequent cost reductions tracking the well-established semiconductor price 
curves. As the consumer demands drive costs down and quality up, 
manufacturing instrumentation suppliers begin to see opportunities. 
standards, sound architectural principles, and firm technical foundations are 
beginning to pay off for the suppliers that choose to get in early, with the 
digital and video signals commitment to stay for the long term. 
pioneers are seeking partnerships, consortia, and like-thinking teams to 
strengthen their base to make sure that stumbling blocks that have hurt 
technological innovations in the past do not cause backlash reactions from 
potential customers. We are actively pursuing such partnerships to enhance 
the government's manufacturing and the science infrastructure as well as to 
help improve the manufacturing infrastructure of the nation. 

Embracing 

These 

Figure. 4 represents a typical manufacturing process with a typical 
sensors/components architecture. 
and detail of the investigations that must be carefully considered to 
accomplish the ultimate goal of achieving a completely wireless process. 

Such a configuration represents the scope 

The economics of communications are driving the implementation of networks in 
all areas. General Motors, for example, has determined that the cost of 
maintaining a hard-wired system for their laboratory desktop computers is no 
longer justifiable. Their new facility in Michigan will have all desktop 
computers integrated into a wireless LAN to eliminate connector-related 
problems, wire runs, and labor costs for expansion and maintenance. The 
current cost of wire in a nuclear power plant runs at about $2000 per foot; 
many plants are experimenting with point-to-point wireless systems for add-on 
instrumentation. A cost of  wiring in a traditional chemical plant in 
Tennessee, on the other hand, is estimated at about $40/ft. According to one 
of their staff engineers, if the cost of integrated wireless links were $200 
each, they would definitely consider them. 

DOE is interested in extending the life of existing nuclear power plants since 
they are now supplying about 20% of the nation's eiectricity and no new power 
plants are under consideration to replace them. These plants will experience 
two main failure scenarios as they age: the pressure vessel (the heart of the 
reactor) materials will get brittle from the constant bombardment of neutron 
radiation; and the instrument wiring will deteriorate at the connectors. It 
turns out that estimates for pressure vessel replacement are lower than those 
for replacing the wires! With such economics driving the wireless market, 
what's holding up the revolution? 
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Nany end-users still think of ::?e narrow-band frequency-modulated (NBFM) 
modems that were common a few years ago as the  standard for wireless 
xmnunication. 
nany to abandon any future atzsmpts. 

The problem exhibited by these in industrial environments led 

1 

Fig .  4 .  Typical manufacturing process components. 

The technology has changed significantly since those days, and spread- 
spectrum, low-power communications now are available. With the new license- 
free frequency bands from the Federal Communications Commission available, we 
are oeginning to see products based on these teciuloiogies that can compete or 
even surpass wires for reliability, security, ana low-cost implementation. 
Incorporating spreaa-spectrum with emerging standards, smart sensors, and 
advances in digital coding theory leads to breaktcrmgn innovations that 
gromise inrplemencacions unsuqassed in functionaiizy and utility. 
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Advances now coming out of the government laboratories promise to add to the 
available technology pool with subsequent acceleration of the deployment of 
the technology. Wireless technologies can form a seamless communications 
network by integrating RF, acoustic, IR, optical, and modulated power lines. 
Most people do not realize that superimposing communications on existing 
wiring infrastructures can enhance the availability of the overall network. 
Recent improvements in all these technologies make them viable for an 
industrial-class network. The history of applied R&D in wireless 
communication at Oak Ridge provides perspective on how various applications 
might benefit from various technologies. From instrumenting a killer bee 
for the Department of Agriculture to providing fail-safe controls for robotic 
manipulators in intensely radioactive environments, we have broad experience 
in many wireless technologies. Our current activities include integrated 
microelectronics modules (MEMs), low-power designs, and propagation studies. 
Our vision for a completely integrated wireless enterprise extends from the 
sensor to the intelligent controls necessary to operate a plant effectively. 
Establishing the partnerships necessary for the implementation of a shared 
vision is one of the key missions of ORCMT. 

Another important factor that is considered essential to successfully 
implementing wireless technology in manufacturing is understanding 
electromagnetic propagation in the manufacturing environment. Research 
efforts to investigate this issue have already been initiated under a 
collaborative research contract between the University of Tennessee in 
Knoxville and OR-. Preliminary results for modeling wireless components 
in a manufacturing environment in order to understand the electromagnetic 
propagation properties of transmitted RF signal distribution and the influence 
of the multipath problem are reported in Ref. 141. The modeling and 
simulation would be a valuable tool in optimally locating transmitters and 
receivers throughout the facility. In addition, they would also aid in 
determining the best locations for adding absorbing materials to reduce the 
multipath influence. 

Successful implementation of a new wireless paradigm hinges on a new paradigm 
for partnerships as well. 
probability of success in any partnership arrangement depends on having 
partners from all four market sectors: the end-user, the technology supplier, 
the development laboratory (such as Oak Ridge), and the academic 
institutions. 

According to Bill Grant of Cummins, The 

Without the end-user, there is no market pull, no party for whom the 
successful deployment provides some competitive aavantage in the marketplace. 
The suppliers must provide the manufacturing, marketing, training, and quality 
(continuous improvement) programs necessary to maintain a viable supplier 
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infrastructure. A development laboratory applies the innovations of R&D 
programs to the application that is expected to benefit. The universities 
provide, not only innovative concepts and ideas, but the only path to an 
educated labor pool. ideally, students involved in the deployment of the 
innovation, would be hired by the end-user, supplier, or development 
laboratory. Student participation provides interaction opportunities before a 
long-term commitment is made. The deployment of wireless technology depends 
on three things: integration, integration, and integration. True innovation 
requires that partners have a stake in successful implementation. Vertical, 
win-win partnerships like this will be the hallmark of success in the future. 
We are on our way to wireless manufacturing. Current industrial 
implementations include a Kentucky Ford Plant that has 450 wireless bar code 
readers that track inventory through the plant. Partnerships are forming, and 
new players are emerging every day. The ones who get involved early and hang 
on for the long haul are the ones who will succeed, according to Jack 
Killion, editor of Wireless Maaazine. Following the recent Wireless Workshop 
for Improved Manufacturing, one vendor wrote to thank us for helping to save 
his company. They had been marketing NBFM products for so long that they had 
lost sight of the future. 

The potential opportunities in commercial, industrial, and government 
installations for wireless intelligent networks (WINS) are projected to 
approach the current personal comnications market of $1 billion per year. 
The key will be to provide value-added products and services that directly 
translate into bottom-line impact for the user. Current expenditures on 
wiring provide an almost unbelievable incentive. 
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